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Abstract

As information technology (IT) becomes more important for organizations, the necessity for strategic IT management and alignment grows. However, most small- to medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) do not have the resources or appeal to employ a full-time Chief Information Officer (CIO). Refraining from assigning such responsibilities can have severe consequences on an organization’s performance. To address this gap, several individuals already follow the role of holding CIO positions at multiple SMEs, each with a fraction of their time. While the so-called “Fractional CIO” role is already creating value in practice, there is no research on Fractional CIO engagements. This paper develops a research framework for Fractional CIO engagement success based on interviews with 40 Fractional CIOs from 10 countries and existing literature. The components influencing success are the Fractional CIO, the client, their relationship, and the engagement setup. The paper contains implications for theory and practice and outlines detailed next steps.

1. Introduction

There is an increasing need for information systems and technology (IS/IT) adoption in organizations to stay competitive. This poses challenges to all types of organizations. Especially small- to medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) have difficulties in IS/IT adoption [1]. Although there is an increasing trend for IT use in SMEs [2–4], research suggests several reasons for its low adoption. Some suggest it is because they lack proper planning [5]; others argue that SMEs lack the resources, not only technical and financial but also managerial [2]. Caldeira and Ward [6] find that support and attitude of executives towards IS/IT adoption is an essential factor for success. Especially proper IT management and the presence of a capable Chief Information Officer (CIO) enable a positive influence of IS/IT on organizational performance [6, 7]. However, most SMEs exhibit limited resources not allowing for a full-time CIO position. Instead, they rely on external support regarding their IT function or sometimes even have responsibility assigned to an executive with a different focus and even different background [8]. Failing to give responsibilities for strategic IT management and alignment to an experienced IT executive will result in not staying competitive, reduced performance, and eventually lost business value [1, 7, 9–11].

To address this issue, an increasing number of SMEs started to employ CIOs part-time [12]. In academia, only a few sources provide information on this novel role [13, 14]. Such CIOs are usually senior IT professionals with a profound experience as CIOs in different contexts and organizations. They serve multiple client organizations at the same time, each with a fraction of their time. This way, the SMEs get access to the experience and expertise they need at a fraction of the cost without making long-term commitments. Our interviews with forty individuals in such roles revealed that no consistent naming exists [14]. The most common terms are Virtual (16), Fractional (14), Interim (6), and Part-time (2) CIO. While Virtual and Interim are already existing terms for other roles [15, 16], a Part-time CIO could also just work part-time at only one organization. Hence, we use the term Fractional CIO. Such Fractional CIOs are usually self-employed; however, there are already partnerships and organizations bundling such services. Freeman Clarke is one of the leading organizations providing SMEs with Fractional CIOs, proving the model successful and relevant [17]. Since the role of the Fractional CIO is relatively new and has not found attention in research yet, little is known about what is needed to make such a Fractional CIO engagement successful. To close this gap, we propose the following research question:

(RQ) What factors contribute to the success of a Fractional CIO engagement?

Following an exploratory approach, this paper offers contributions to theory and practice. First, it develops a Fractional CIO engagement success framework, deriving potential influence factors from
interviews with Fractional CIOs and existing literature. Second, to show how researchers may work with the framework, it outlines specific next steps for validation and further development of the proposed framework. Third, it helps raise awareness of the Fractional CIO role and provides practical advice for them and their clients.

The paper is structured as follows: Following the introduction, section 2 provides research background on related research areas. After a detailed description of the methodology, the following section presents the results, including descriptive statistics and the proposed research framework. Next, concrete next steps for further development of the research framework are outlined. The paper concludes by stating implications for theory and practice and pointing out limitations.

2. Research background

This paper develops a framework for Fractional CIO engagement success. Since the Fractional CIO role has not been studied yet, we look at adjacent research fields in this section. First, we look at the literature on fractional management in SMEs. Second, we analyze the vast body of existing literature on CIO and top management team (TMT) effectiveness. Third, we examine the research field of consulting engagement success.

2.1. Fractional management in SMEs

While several individuals and partnerships in practice already offer the service of a Fractional CIO, the role has not found much attention in research yet. However, there are a few press releases and papers on fractional, virtual, and interim management. We structure this subsection following Kratzer et al. [14].

Elder [18] describes fractional managers as individuals that are not consultants or part-timers but senior-level people with decades of experience and committed to the long-term success of their clients. Despite fulfilling the role of senior-level individuals, fractional managers only commit a fraction of their time to each client. This enables SMEs to get the experience and expertise they need, e.g., to establish IT security standards, at a fraction of the cost of a full-time manager [18]. Kratzer et al. [14] are the first to conceptualize the role of the Fractional CIO in SMEs and define the role as “a highly experienced and competent individual that acts in the capacity of a CIO, but only part-time, depending on the clients’ needs. The Fractional CIO serves multiple clients at the same time and often has the authority and responsibility of a full-time CIO and (in-)directly manages each of his/her clients’ IT staff and suppliers.” Definitions and descriptions of the role in practice are similar [12, 17].

Related fields of fractional management are virtual and interim management. Although these terms are often intermingled, there are certain distinctive features to each concept. The most established field is interim management, which has been utilized for decades already [15]. “Interim-Management is the temporary transfer of external leadership personnel into an enterprise with the objective to perform selected managerial tasks” [15] (p. 514). Compared to fractional management, however, although interim management is temporary, it implements a full-time position. Hence, it provides organizations with temporary full access to the experience and expertise they need without making any long-term commitments [19]. On the other hand, a virtual manager is a full-time employee working remotely [16]. Smith and Sinclair [16] (p. 8) define a “virtual manager as someone who manages people, works at a separate geographical location from their team for at least some of the time, and communicates with their people other than by regular face-to-face contact, for example by e-mail or phone.”

While both, interim and virtual managers, offer advantages in terms of flexibility, in the short term, the cost for such roles is most likely not lower than for a full-time manager. Especially SMEs, however, often do not have the resources to access the experience and expertise they need and could, therefore, highly profit from the concept of fractional management. For larger organizations, on the other hand, a fractional manager would most likely not be sufficient to fulfill the organizations’ needs. Hence, we argue that fractional management is primarily relevant for SMEs.

2.2. CIO and TMT effectiveness

The effects of executives on organizational performance drew a lot of attention from researchers [20–22]. This topic is not just highly relevant for larger organizations but also for SMEs [23–25]. Although the Fractional CIO is a part-time position, it aims to fill the role of an executive. Therefore, we build on the literature on CIO and TMT effectiveness to substantiate initial hypotheses for the effectiveness of the Fractional CIO. To ensure we do not miss relevant work from CIO literature, we conducted a thorough literature review regarding the role of the CIO in a previous study [26].

The influence of CIOs on organizational performance is heavily discussed in IS research [27–31]. Many of those studies find that the CIO is indeed essential for organizational performance. Smaltoz et al. [28] analyze the antecedents of CIO role effectiveness in organizations and find that the CIO’s political savvy, communicative ability, strategic business knowledge, and strategic IT knowledge make the role effective. Hütter and Riedl [31] conduct a comprehensive
literature review regarding CIO role effectiveness and the factors that influence it. On the highest level, they find that the factors CIO personal competence, CIO hierarchical position, management environment, and IT infrastructure influence CIO role effectiveness. In this case, CIO personal competence includes technical competence, IT management competence, business competence, communication competence, and political competence.

Since Fractional CIOs act as “normal” CIOs but just with a fraction of their time, the competencies and skills of both roles should be similar. Therefore, we presume that the personal competencies and skills are similarly important to Fractional CIO engagement success as they are for the success of a CIO.

Besides CIO effectiveness, there is also much research attention on TMT effectiveness. Upper Echelons Theory, one of the most influential perspectives in management research, states that an executive’s experiences, values, and personality influence organizational outcomes [32]. While the theory is still widely applied, there is criticism of how research utilizes upper echelons theory [33]. In the past two decades, there has been an increased focus on not only the executives’ characteristics but rather the entire top management team’s composition and processes that influence organizational outcomes [34–36]. As a result, several studies explored the concept of behavioral integration, which includes the TMTs level of collaboration, information exchange, and joint decision making [37, 38].

Carmeli [39] looks at organizations in the service sector and finds that TMT behavioral integration is positively linked to human resources and economic performance. Lubatkin et al. [25] find support for their hypothesis that TMT behavioral integration is essential for attaining ambidexterity and, ultimately, firm performance in SMEs. Jahanshahi and Brem [24] surveyed TMTs in Iranian SMEs and found a strong link between a behaviorally integrated TMT and its innovativeness. However, increased collaboration and interaction between TMT members do not always seem beneficial to the team or firm performance. Barrick et al. [40] show that TMTs with high interdependence achieve higher firm performance in case they exhibit more cohesiveness and communication. TMTs with low interdependence, on the other hand, achieve higher firm performance in case they do not communicate and cohere as much.

Overall, the concept of TMT behavioral integration suggests that the engagement setup and the relationship between a Fractional CIO and its clients are crucial for engagement success.

2.3. Consulting engagement success

Consulting engagement success is a major research stream in consulting research [41]. Studies are concerned with consulting engagement success [42] and how to measure it [43]. Furthermore, studies analyzed the factors that influence the success of consulting engagements [44, 45].

Whether a consulting engagement is seen as success depends on which involved party is asked, since both client and consultant expectations need to be met [42]. McLachlin [42] (p. 149) defines an engagement as successful “if the client is satisfied that the consultant has met expectations (by improving one or more of client performance, client capabilities, or organisational culture, without making any category worse) – whether or not a core need has been addressed – and the consultant is satisfied that his/her reputation has been enhanced, with expectations of future revenue streams – whether or not any immediate income has been received.” Gable [43] proposes a measurement model for assessing engagement success when hiring external consultants. The study identifies six dimensions of engagement success: consultant’s recommendation, client learning, and consultant performance. Bronnenmayer et al. [46] find that from the consultants’ viewpoint, the factors intensity of collaboration, common vision, consultant expertise, and top management support significantly influence perceived engagement success.

Jang and Lee [45] develop a framework for consulting success with the dimensions competence of consultants (e.g., expert, manager, researcher), consultation mode (e.g., clearly defined goals, clients’ participation), and client organizational characteristics (e.g., top management support, commitment of client team members). McLachlin [44], on the other hand, proposes six universal factors that influence engagement success: consultant integrity, client involvement and readiness to change, agreement concerning requirements and expectations, client control of the engagement, consultant competence, and good fit between consultancy and client.

Since the Fractional CIO is, like a consultant, externally employed, we infer that similar factors influence engagement success. Besides already known factors like expertise, collaboration, and top management support, the client seems to be a vital part of the success of a Fractional CIO engagement.

3. Methodology

Since the role of the Fractional CIO did not receive much attention in research yet, this paper works towards theory building by following an exploratory approach
Ridder [48] outlines that, in contrast to developing theory, building theory is the starting point of theorizing, with no available theory yet which explains the phenomenon. To develop initial hypotheses on the factors that influence Fractional CIO engagement success, we use data gathered through semi-structured interviews [49, 50] in the context of a larger research project on the Fractional CIO [14]. We compare and complement these insights with existing literature on related topics, like CIO and TMT effectiveness and consulting engagement success. The data collection process consisted of five steps which the following paragraphs describe [14].

First, we developed a set of questions using existing literature in research and practice and our own experiences. We structured the catalog of questions along the categories background of the interviewee, reasons for organizations to hire a Fractional CIO, setup and execution of the role, key requirements of effective Fractional CIOs, and success factors and challenges of Fractional CIO engagements. For this study, especially the last three question categories are important.

Second, we approached potential interviewees through personal connections as well as the professional network LinkedIn. The search terms we used were Virtual CIO (292), vCIO (320), Part-time CIO (295), and Fractional CIO (295), and we searched in October 2020. After excluding irrelevant and duplicated results, we contacted a total of 500 individuals via LinkedIn. Additionally, we contacted 15 individuals via personal connections. If the individuals were willing to participate in the study, we shared additional information and scheduled an online meeting.

Third, we conducted semi-structured interviews with individuals in a Fractional CIO role between November 17, 2020, and April 7, 2021 [51]. Upon approval of the interview participant, we recorded each interview and transcribed it carefully afterwards. After each interview, we adjusted and refined the question catalog if needed. After a total of 40 interviews with, on average, 40 minutes each, we did not find any new insights anymore and, therefore, stopped scheduling further meetings.

Fourth, using the software MAXQDA 2020 [52], we conducted a thorough coding of the interview transcripts following Saldaña [53]. We iteratively assessed codes during the coding process and, if needed, refined, re-labeled, re-assigned, or dropped them. A second researcher reviewed the codes, and we resolved ambiguous codes in a discussion. Of the more than 30 coding methods proposed by Saldaña [53], we used similar coding methods to the ones used for grounded theory. We started with the elemental method “in Vivo Coding” to attune ourselves to the interviewees' language and also used exploratory, grammatical, eclectic, and axial coding methods. Wiesche et al. [54] (p. 697) argue that even if a study does not strictly follow the grounded theory methodology, it can still “make a major contribution by developing pretheoretical models and rich descriptions of new phenomena.”

Fifth, based on the coding results, we quantitatively and qualitatively evaluated the following topics of interest: setup and execution of the Fractional CIO role, key requirements of effective Fractional CIOs, and success factors and challenges of Fractional CIO engagements. Within these topics, we chose all factors that were at least mentioned by 20% of interviewees. Using frameworks from existing literature, we validated, complemented, and grouped the factors to develop our research framework.

4. Proposed research framework

In this section, we display the results. First, we present descriptive statistics on the interviewees. Second, we introduce the research framework for Fractional CIO engagement success and discuss each factor in detail.

4.1. Descriptive statistics

Overall, we conducted 40 interviews with individuals in a Fractional CIO role (Table 1) [14]. Out of 40 interviewees, only one was female. More than half are living in North America (16 United States of America (US), five Canada CA)), seven are from New Zealand (NZ), six from the United Kingdom (UK), and six from other countries such as Australia (AU), Germany (DE), India (IN), Ireland (IE), South Africa (ZA), and Spain (ES).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interviewee</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Current number of clients</th>
<th>Professional IT experience (in years)</th>
<th>Experience in role (in years)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CIO#01</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>&gt;30</td>
<td>&lt;5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIO#02</td>
<td>NZ</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>&gt;30</td>
<td>10-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIO#03</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>&gt;30</td>
<td>&lt;5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIO#04</td>
<td>ZA</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>20-30</td>
<td>&lt;5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIO#05</td>
<td>IE</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>&lt;5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIO#06</td>
<td>IN</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>&gt;30</td>
<td>5-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIO#07</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20-30</td>
<td>&lt;5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIO#08</td>
<td>NZ</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>&gt;30</td>
<td>5-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIO#09</td>
<td>NZ</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20-30</td>
<td>&lt;5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIO#10</td>
<td>NZ</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>&gt;30</td>
<td>&lt;5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIO#11</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20-30</td>
<td>&lt;5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The interviewees’ current number of clients ranges from two to six. Most interviewees have more than 20 years of experience, 19 with >30 years of experience, and 17 with 20 to 30 years of experience. With the experience in the role, however, it is the other way round. More than half of the interviewees (23) are less than five years in the role of a Fractional CIO. Another eleven are in the role for 5 to 10 years. Only six interviewees are in the role for more than 10 years already. All those individuals started without knowing anyone else in such a role. For some, it began as a consulting role after being a CIO; others called their service directly CIO On-demand or Virtual CIO.

4.2. Factors for Fractional CIO engagement success

Combining insights from the 40 interviews with Fractional CIOs and existing literature, we developed a research framework for Fractional CIO engagement success (Figure 1). We identified four components of a Fractional CIO engagement by counting the number of interviewees that mentioned a factor for engagement success and by then validating, complementing, and grouping them through exiting literature. There are the two parties, the Fractional CIO and the client, their relationship, and the engagement setup. Each of these components includes several factors that influence engagement success. In the following, we present each component and its factors in more detail.

4.2.1. Fractional CIO. We identified six personal competencies and characteristics of Fractional CIOs that influence engagement success. The majority of Fractional CIOs (25) agree that the factor experience in IT and CIO positions is critical (CIO#03): “It’s the experience of being a CIO that helps those engagements become successful.”

Further, we found strong evidence for business competence (14), knowledge in IT and current trends (14), and translator between business and IT (16) as requirements for successful Fractional CIOs. Business competence helps in the more strategic tasks of a CIO (CIO#16): “You’ve got to […] be able to take the IT hat off. Any true CIO role doesn’t think technology. […] It’s recognizing that you need to keep yourself elevated, and you need to think business and strategy.” Technical competence and knowledge of current trends, on the other hand, help to get credibility from employees as well as in negotiating with vendors (CIO#31): “I think what makes a good CIO in general, whether virtual or not, is the ability to understand technology enough so that you can dive down, if not totally, at least to a level where you can have intelligent conversations with the staff and vendors.” Further, CIO#08 emphasizes that “it is [important] to be on top of all the different technologies or information and trends that are relevant to the client.” To be an effective Fractional CIO, one needs to act as a translator between business units and IT. Hence, a combination of the competencies is required (CIO#04): “Working with both the business side of things with their requirements […] in “business terminology” and then working with software developers, understanding their typical processes and terminology, […] to kind of act as that translation layer between the two is a key requirement.”

Another skill that repeatedly surfaced during the interviews was integrity (13). In contrast to consultants, Fractional CIOs are more committed to the long-term success of their clients and do not depend as much on follow-up work [13]. However, Fractional CIOs could also profit from extending problems instead of solving them or looking for follow-up work to ensure their project pipeline is filled. Yet, most Fractional CIOs claimed that their integrity is a unique selling point of their business model (CIO#35): “In the ones where there’s a definitive end goal, I always try to make them independent of me […]. Yes, that complicates sales for
me, but ethically, I can’t justify doing my business any other way. [...] It’s very easy to start to think of the client as a revenue generation unit instead of somebody that needs help. Staying true to my clients and not chasing the revenue is very important.”

4.2.2. Client. Besides the Fractional CIO, the client organization also influences the success of an engagement. Through the interviews, we identified the two factors involvement and readiness to change (13) and buy-in from executives and the organization (8). Without having the buy-in from executives, the Fractional CIO is unlikely to succeed (CIO#13): “You have to have executive sponsorship. Someone, either an owner or an investor, or an existing executive, [who] wants you there and wants you to be successful. I think that’s the most important thing.” Additionally, buy-in from the organization is needed to facilitate change (CIO#04): “There also needs to be buy-in from the organization so that they will actually listen to me and take what I’m saying.”

Furthermore, the client needs to be involved in the engagement (CIO#15): “They have to respond quickly. If they are not engaged with you, you’re not going to be aware of what’s happening. And that’s going to affect your judgment and your recommendation. So, you need active client participation.” CIO#22 stresses that the client needs to be open and ready to change to ensure engagement success: “They’ve got to be open to change. [...] They have to be recognizing that there’s something that has to change, and that’s probably the key thing that you need from the client and the executive teams in that position.”

Both factors, involvement and readiness to change as well as buy-in from executives and the organization are supported by consulting engagement success literature [44–46]. As we did not interview clients of Fractional CIOs in this first round of interviews, we might have missed factors on the clients’ side that influence engagement success. Therefore, we looked into the literature and found that McLachlin [44] also considers client control of the engagement a universal factor influencing engagement success. Consequently, we include the factor control of the engagement in our research framework.

4.2.3. Relationship. The relationship between a Fractional CIO and the client constitutes a key variable for the success of an engagement (CIO#12): “Any CIO that comes from the technical side has, in general, more difficulty in building those relationships, but those
relationships are absolutely critical to my successful contracts."

Several factors are important to build and sustain a fruitful relationship. One of the most frequently mentioned factors across all interviews was to gain trust from the executives (18). CIO#32 sees trust as a prerequisite for success: "I feel like I'm selling trust more than anything else. Like sure, the expertise is part of it and all that, but by the time of work is only successful if the customer feels like I'm making decisions in their best interest." CIO#28 confirms this statement: "The best clients I've been a virtual CIO for are the ones where the trust factor is at its highest. The line between employee and consultant is gone. Right. And those are the most successful engagements there are."

To effectively deliver towards the agreed-upon goals, the Fractional CIO additionally needs the trust from non-executives (16) (CIO#10): "I think number one is the ability to build effective working relationships with the non-IT executives. " This is especially true in case there are cultural problems at the client organization, or the Fractional CIO is seen as an external party that might be a threat to some of the internal employees (CIO#13): "Once you get a little bit of trust, that you see you're not there to just totally ruin their lives, they'll tell you things they would never tell their manager or boss. They'll tell you in hopes that you'll be able to do something about it."

Another factor influencing an engagement’s success is how often the Fractional CIO is physically working on-site and has facetime with the client (19). However, there are different opinions among the interviewed Fractional CIOs on it. Some see it as a benefit to be on-site (CIO#24): "I prefer to be at the client because, as I said earlier, you have to be ingrained in the business. You have to be involved in the fabric. And it's quite hard to do that when you're working from home. " Other Fractional CIOs emphasize the advantages of remote work (CIO#13): "Most of it is virtual, even before Covid. But with Covid, these kinds of meetings are even easier, because you don't have to commute. And so that's great."

Related to that is the communication frequency (9) between the Fractional CIO and members of the client team. While the Fractional CIO might only allocate one or two days to a client, this does not mean that there is no communication allowed in between those days. On the contrary, several interviewees emphasize the importance of checking in with their clients regularly to ensure not missing out on information (CIO#21): "Because you are not in the room mentally with that organization 100 percent of the time, you can miss things. [...] So, for instance, as you're approaching a goal or a phased deliverable, you need to invest a bit more time to work with the team to check-in, [...] taking the pulse of what the issues are and then moving past them."

Overall, we identified the four factors working on-site, trust from executives, trust from non-executives, and communication frequency within the relationship between the Fractional CIO and client that influence Fractional CIO engagement success. We were able to validate all factors through existing literature. Trust and close collaboration are supported by the concept of behavioral integration in the context of TMT effectiveness [37, 38]. Similarly, all factors applied to the consultant-client relationship find support in consulting engagement success literature [46, 55].

4.2.4. Engagement setup. The last component within the Fractional CIO engagement success framework, engagement setup, comprises four factors. As the Fractional CIO needs to act in the capacity of a CIO, it is vital to integrate the role into the top management team (21) (CIO#01): "I should be treated as a CIO in the sense that I'm one of the key executives of the company, and I get access to the CEO or executive director, and I hear about leadership calls."

In line with this integration, the Fractional CIO requires at least some authority over the existing staff (17) (CIO#08): "I have the authority of basically managing their work, so assigning them tasks. Determining what's good, or evaluating their performance, approving timesheets, or annual leave or any of that sort of stuff that's always left with a staff member." Some Fractional CIOs have full authority over the IT staff (CIO#12): “In most cases I hire them. So, I'll hire IT people to fill those roles. And so, because I hire them, I have the power to fire them. That's heavy-handed. I'm managing them, they expect to take instructions from me.” In rare cases, the IT staff does not even know that the CIO is fractional (CIO#31): "Typically, nobody knows that I'm not a full-time employee. So yes, I have staff, and I always have full hiring and firing capabilities. The same as a real CIO would have.”

Further, to not be held up by more minor approvals, authority over a certain budget is required (8) (CIO#18): “And you really want at least a limited budget. The virtual CIO. So, you're not having to go back to senior management for things like saying, ‘We need a new software package for this area.’”

The last factor is agreement concerning requirements and expectations of the engagement (2). Although the number of interviewees that mentioned this factor is below 20%, we included it in the framework as it has a strong foundation in literature [44]. It is crucial to continuously monitor those requirements and expectations throughout the engagement (CIO#36): "Managing scope with my
clients is a major challenge. It's a double-edged sword. It's really neat that they want me to do more things, but they just keep piling things on the plate and expecting everything that they've already talked about to get done, and here are all the new things."

The factor agreement concerning requirements and expectations is also the only one of these four factors we find support for in consulting engagement success literature [44]. The fact that the factors integration into top management team, authority over staff, and authority over budget are not discussed in consulting literature is a new finding that fits the Fractional CIO’s special notion. While consultants are external employees, it is not always clear for a Fractional CIO (see the quote of CIO#31 above). To act as the CIO of an organization, the Fractional CIO needs to be integrated into the TMT and needs at least some authority. Therefore, the component engagement setup needs to be extended to account for fractional managers.

5. Suggested framework use and next steps

The research framework for Fractional CIO engagement success serves as a basis for numerous possibilities for further research. Both quantitative and qualitative studies would be suitable to build on the framework and to develop it further. To conduct a quantitative study, however, the framework would first need to be further developed into a causal model and further embedded in existing theory. The current framework can serve as a frame of reference to this end. However, as the research field of the Fractional CIO is new, exploratory qualitative studies are presumably more suited to understand the novel concept.

Therefore, we will conduct a Q-sort study with individuals in a Fractional CIO engagement as a next step. The goal is to validate the proposed research framework, determine the relative importance of factors, and identify different viewpoints on engagement success.

Q-methodology has been studied for decades and is heavily applied across various research fields, including psychology, social sciences, and marketing [56, 57]. The method, Q-sorting, aims to identify individuals' subjective viewpoints in a rigorous quantitative way [58]. Participants are required to sort a set of statements according to their significance following a forced distribution. Afterwards, Q-factor analyses are applied to identify the relative importance of each factor and different types of responders.

The methodology is also common in IS research [59–61]. Tractinsky and Jarvenpaa [61] use Q-sorting to analyze different perspectives of IT project managers regarding information system design decisions. Kendall et al. [59] use Q-sorting to identify various organizational subcultures and their user satisfaction with decision support systems. To ensure proper application of this methodology, we will follow the recommendation proposed by Thomas and Watson [60], who offer clear guidance on applying the Q-sort methodology.

In this analysis, Q-sorting offers several advantages over other qualitative methods. The method is well-suited for exploratory research, its theory is well-developed, and there is extensive guidance. It delivers meaningful results even with small sample sizes, and a random selection of participants is not required [60]. Therefore, we aim to analyze the relative importance of all factors for Fractional CIO engagement success. Further, we will investigate the ranking of factors and their relative importance from different viewpoints, e.g., Fractional CIO vs. client.

6. Conclusion

This paper proposes a research framework for Fractional CIO engagement success and outlines specific next steps for further research. We find that four components influence the success of a Fractional CIO engagement: The Fractional CIO, the client, their relationship, and the engagement setup. For each component, we outline several factors derived from interviews with 40 Fractional CIOs and existing literature. We find that the component engagement setup has not seen much attention in research in general. Hence, we propose an extension in the case of Fractional CIO engagements. With this framework, we developed a common ground for future research to investigate further what factors influence engagement success.

This paper also has implications for practice. While the role of the Fractional CIO can benefit many SMEs around the world, its adoption is still low. On the one hand, this study can help to raise awareness of the existence of the role. On the other hand, it provides practical advice for Fractional CIOs and SMEs on what to focus to make the engagement a success.

This study has limitations. First, while a Fractional CIO engagement involves two parties, a Fractional CIO and a client organization, we limited the interviews to Fractional CIOs to develop the research framework. Hence, we are potentially missing a perspective that could deliver more insights into the factors influencing success. However, we do not claim that the framework is comprehensive; it is an initial result that needs further refinement. In a follow-up study, we plan on analyzing the matter from both sides to validate and further refine the framework. Second, we ignored assembling a representative sample due to the limited number of individuals in the novel Fractional CIO role. When analyzing the results, we also did not account for...
regional differences. Since the role is evolving independently in different world areas, regional peculiarities might offer interesting insights.
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